
A COMPOSER’S GUIDE TO THE BELLYHORN 
by Mieke van Dam, supervision by Dianne Verdonk 

Introduction 
The aim of this guide is to give composers the information they need to be able to make music 

for the Bellyhorn. We invite you to include this new and unique electronic instrument in your 

new compositions! 

The Bellyhorn was developed in 2015-2016 by Dianne Verdonk during a residency at Gaudeamus 

Muziekweek and Vechtclub XL, Utrecht, The Netherlands, in collaboration with David Menting, 

Daniëlle van Lunteren, Quinten Swagerman and Toon Welling, powered by Gemeente Utrecht, 

Fentener van Vlissingen Fonds, Prins Bernard Cultuurfonds and Stimuleringsfonds Creatieve 

Industrie.  
Currently, there is only one Bellyhorn in the world, based in the Netherlands. However, the 

instrument travels a lot, for both performances and installations. For example, it has proven 

itself to be attractive to a diverse public. It is hard to ignore the presence of the Bellyhorn in 

the room. Its friendly tone and huggable looks invite one to come and play, or listen up close. 

Sitting on top of its belly is a unique experience: the deep vibrations of the belly cause a 

physical experience to the people lying down on it. The instrument could even be used for 

therapeutic purposes or meditations. Or it could be a character in a play. However, in addition 

to these interactive, comforting and theatrical qualities, the Bellyhorn is also a real musical 

instrument that can be played to make music, and as such can be composed for!  
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The Bellyhorn at Instruments Make Play Festival 2017. Photography: Viorica Cernica



The player of the Bellyhorn controls dynamics and pitch by singing into the instrument, with 

different pitches resulting in different harmonies. The Bellyhorn is a bass instrument that can 

fill the entire room with its sound. It can be soft and warm, but it can also make the room shake 

with super low and loud basses. It is an instrument with a physical impact on both the audience 

and the player. The Bellyhorn is made for live performance.  
This guide will explain how the Bellyhorn is played, what the possibilities and limits of the 

instrument are, which tones and harmonies it can create, and how to notate for it. Throughout 

this document, we will provide you with audio examples for further illustration. 

To start off with a good impression of the instrument, watch this video here of the performance 

of a piece for Bellyhorn and Baritone Saxophone, by Dianne Verdonk and Nanna Ikonen. 

The instrument 

The Bellyhorn is a hand-made instrument, reminiscent of an animal, with its big round body, or 

belly, neck and head - the horn. Its ”skin” is made of soft leather. One can sit or lie down on the 

belly while it is being played through the horn. The technology is safely hidden inside. The 

Bellyhorn is 2.5 meters long, over 1 meter wide and almost 1 meter in height. 

How to play Bellyhorn 
To play Bellyhorn, you sing into the mouthpiece while pushing your head into the horn. The 

further you put your head in, the more a drone becomes audible within the instrument. You can 

influence the pitch of the drone by changing the vertical angle in which you hold the horn. 

When singing through the microphone, the Bellyhorn produces many additional tones, most 

notably bass tones. Different harmonies are created based on the interval between your voice 

and the drone, so you can change the interval by changing the drone or by singing another 

note. 
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http://www.dianneverdonk.com/video-example-bellyhorn-guide/


Possibilities and limits 

DRONE PITCH  
The drone has a continuous (step-free) range of one octave  
from d - d’. 

 

The vertical angle in which a player holds the horn determines 

the pitch of the drone. Holding the horn in a horizontal 

position will result in the lowest note, while holding the horn 

vertically will result in the highest note.  
It takes time to go from one drone to the next one. The 

instrument responds a fraction of a second later. Moreover, 

when changing the drone, the tone glides from one to the 

other. Therefore it is not possible to rapidly change the 

drone pitch. It is difficult to precisely measure how long a 

glide will take (because this also depends on the played 

interval), but expect a delay of 0.5 seconds before the glide 

starts. 

DYNAMICS AND ARTICULATION  
The Bellyhorn is a dynamic instrument. Loudness increases when you push the microphone 

deeper into the horn, usually by putting your head into it further (when you are singing). This 

enables the performer to easily control total output volume. Singing louder has a minor 

influence on the total result. 

The drone cannot start nor stop abruptly; there is a delay of 0.5 seconds before a dynamic 

change is audible. After the microphone is completely released, there is also the sound decay. 

The length of the decay time mainly depends on the original volume. 

In total, it takes about 1.5-2 seconds after letting go of the microphone before a mezzoforte 

drone has died out. For this reason, playing the drone in staccato is not possible.  

However, as the Bellyhorn responds immediately to your voice, you can play staccato this way. 

You can make beats and rhythmic patterns with your voice and tongue, but the drone will 

continue. Listen here. 
Alternating between singing and not singing is not only a way of playing with dynamics, but 

also to define texture as singing through the Bellyhorn creates additional tones spread over 

various octaves. 

SINGING AND THE MOUTHPIECE 

The performer sings into the Bellyhorn through a mouthpiece attached to the microphone. The 

mouthpiece has to be closed off completely by the player’s mouth in order to achieve the full 

potential frequency spectrum on the instrument. It requires quite an effort to sing through the 

mouthpiece because the airflow is partially blocked. Currently there are different mouthpieces 

available: a small, closed model and a bigger, more porous one. One can choose for which feels 

most comfortable. In the future new mouthpieces may be developed to further improve the 

airflow. Please let us know if you have any suggestions or requests! 
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Drone range

http://www.dianneverdonk.com/1-staccato-articulation


PLAYING POSITIONS 

The performer can choose between different body positions for playing Bellyhorn. One option is 

to lie down on the floor. Although this works for playing the lowest drone note, it is rather 

difficult to move to a higher drone note. However, this position could of course be suitable for 

your piece in particular. Sitting on your knees is in most cases a more comfortable starting 

point. In this position, it is also easier to lift yourself to change to a higher drone. Higher drones 

are played standing up. It takes a bit of exercise to change positions smoothly and to keep the 

volume steady while doing so. 

Playing Bellyhorn can ask a lot of the performer’s physical stamina. The horn can become heavy 

to carry over time, since the performer needs to hold it steady at a certain angle most of the 

time. It partly depends on the playing position how long you are able to play before this 

becomes an issue. Changing positions and regaining balance also takes some energy. 

Moreover, you spend a lot of time on your knees. A soft mat to support your knees on a hard-

headed floor could be helpful. 

Please take these possibilities and limits into consideration when composing for Bellyhorn.  
Be sure to work together closely with the performer who will be playing your piece. 

Sung intervals and resulting tones 

IDEAL VOCAL RANGE 

The harmonic qualities of the Bellyhorn are most effective when singing within the octave 

above the range of the drone, as it was originally designed for an alto voice. To make the most 

of the Bellyhorn’s capabilities, the ideal vocal range is d - d”, or even d - a” (2 - 2.5 octaves). 
Singing very high above the drone has some interesting effects, with much less deep bass 

tones. Listen here.  
Singing under the drone can also create additional notes, but with increasingly less harmonic 

richness. One reason for this is that the instrument is built for emphasizing bass frequencies. It 

will only accept tones that are under approximately 1750 Hz, so frequencies above this 

threshold are not audible. For bass voices, this means the Bellyhorn is less ideal to use for its 

harmonic capabilities. However, a performer can still make interesting textures and work with 

the bass qualities of the instrument because the instrument gives low voices an impressive 

bass boost. 
Listen here (room recording) or here (line-out direct recording). 
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Different playing positions for different horn angles

http://www.dianneverdonk.com/2-high-singing/
http://www.dianneverdonk.com/3-low-singing-room-recording/
https://dianneverdonk.com//4-low-singing-line-recording


INTERVAL RESULT OVERVIEW 

Below is an overview of the resulting tones and harmonies per interval up to an octave. The 

resulting tones move relatively to the drone, so there are no harmonic differences between 

keys. For this chart a drone in the upper range was used; playing a low drone can create even 

lower basses. 
Listen to all intervals played in succession on drone B here (room recording) and here (line-out 

direct recording). 
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m = minor, M = major, P = perfect, d5 = diminished fifth, etc. 
~ = beating bass; small note-head = very soft audible note

http://www.dianneverdonk.com/5-intervalinterval-succession-on-b-roomrecording/
http://dianneverdonk.com/6-interval-succession-on-b-line-recording-2/


Note that: 

- The drone sounds an octave higher as well, but this is usually not perceived as a separate 

tone. 

- You have to intonate your intervals according to natural tuning. For example, a major third 

and minor seventh are smaller intervals than in equal temperament. 

- Singing unison or an octave does not result in additional tones.  

- The perfect fifth has just one additional bass note.  

- Thirds and sixths result in major chords that are rich in harmony over several octaves.  

- The tritone (augmented fourth/diminished fifth) creates a diminished chord spread over 

several octaves. 

- The minor seventh is very sensitive to intonation. The slightest difference can change the 

bass pitch (from G, to A or B in this example) and other tones move as well, greatly affecting 

the feel of the chord.  

- Close intervals (minor second, major second, major seventh) have unclear harmonic 

information and their basses are soft; they can be used best for their beating and dissonant 

qualities.  

As you can see and hear, the Bellyhorn is capable of playing harmonic progressions. Changing 

the drone while you keep singing the same note can be an interesting effect to use. 
Another interesting way of playing Bellyhorn is to make use of the contrast between timbres or 

textures (resulting from the different intervals), between presence and absence of deep 

basses, and between dynamics.  

Interval Additional resulting tones (intervals in relation to the drone)

minor 2nd very soft, low beating bass

major 2nd a low bass begins to form on the major 2nd

minor 3rd minor 6th: one, two and three octaves lower; minor 3rd: one octave lower

major 3rd drone pitch one and two octaves lower; perfect 5th: one octave lower (softly)

perfect 4th perfect 4th: one and two octaves lower; major 6th: on top of the drone (softly)

augmented 4th / 

diminished 5th

unclear beating bass; major 6th: one and two octaves lower; minor 3rd: on top 

of the drone and one octave lower

perfect 5th drone pitch one octave lower

minor 6th minor 6th: one, two and three octaves lower; minor 3rd: one octave lower

major 6th perfect 4th: also one and two octaves lower

minor 7th low 

intonation

drone pitch one and two octaves lower; perfect 5th: one octave lower; major 

3rd: on top of the drone

minor 7th high 

intonation

minor 6th: one, two and three octaves lower; minor 3rd: on top of the drone and 

one octave lower

major 7th very soft, low beating bass
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https://dianneverdonk.com/7-minor-2nd/
https://dianneverdonk.com/8-major-2nd/
https://dianneverdonk.com/9-minor-3rd/
https://dianneverdonk.com/10-major-3rd/
https://dianneverdonk.com/11-perfect-4th/
https://dianneverdonk.com/12-augmented-4th
https://dianneverdonk.com/13-perfect-5th
https://dianneverdonk.com/14-minor-6th
https://dianneverdonk.com/15-major-6th
http://www.dianneverdonk.com/16a-low-minor-7th
http://www.dianneverdonk.com/17-major-7th/


DYNAMIC DIFFERENCES BETWEEN INTERVALS 

There are differences between the intervals in loudness of resulting tones. Some basses are 

also not as prominent as others. Ranked from softest to loudest played interval: 

Playing techniques 
SINGING 

Basically all singing techniques can be used with the Bellyhorn, although not everything will be 

as effective. Singing different vowels does not seem to produce different sounds, for example. 

Influencing pitch and articulation based on changing air pressure within the mouthpiece will 

be clearly noticeable. One effective technique is flutter tongue. Listen here. 

TALKING / USING LYRICS  
It is possible to talk through the Bellyhorn, however speech spoken completely into the 

mouthpiece will be muffled and not understandable for the audience, mainly because the 

instrument makes low frequencies louder and high frequencies softer. The Bellyhorn will still 

react harmonically to the pitch of your voice, of course. Sprechgesang can therefore be an 

interesting technique to use. Listen here. 

Another option to use lyrics is to leave a bit of room between the mouthpiece and your mouth. 

The lyrics will then be able to ’escape’ and heard more clearly. 

BEYOND SINGING  
Using your voice to play Bellyhorn is most common, but not the only option. 

The main guideline is that the microphone has to be closed off completely in order for the 

sound to get through. People have experimented with playing bass clarinet into the Bellyhorn, 

even didgeridoo, and it is also possible to make your lips vibrate against the mouthpiece like 

brass players do. So far, we found that many instruments will drown out the resulting basses 

because of their own volume, but it’s always possible to look for a workable balance. Maybe you 

will find some great new way of playing the Bellyhorn through another instrument! There is still 

much to be discovered in this direction.  
 
We encourage you to experiment, and share your findings with us, so we can incorporate them 

into this guide! 

softest perfect unison, minor 2nd, perfect octave

major 2nd, major 7th

diminished 5th, perfect 5th

minor 3rd, minor 6th, minor 7th

major 3rd

loudest perfect 4th, major 6th
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http://www.dianneverdonk.com/18-fluttertongue/
http://www.dianneverdonk.com/19-sprechgesang/


Notation 

While playing the performer’s head moves into the horn. Therefore, we advise to mount the 

performer’s part inside the horn. This way it is visible to the performer while playing.  

Keep in mind that the whole part needs to fit on one round piece of paper with a maximum 

diameter of 23 cm / 9 inch.  
Because of this limited space, it is best to notate only what is strictly necessary.

In order to keep notation for the Bellyhorn as compact, simple and effective as possible, the 

following rules are recommended: 

- Drone and voice are written together on one staff as separate voices. 

- Drone uses diamond-shaped note-heads; voice uses normal note-heads. 

- Use tenor G-clef, sounding one octave lower than written — regardless of vocal range! 

- Dynamics are written under the staff. 

- (optional for parts) Intervals are written above the staff (italic). 

- For everything else, notate for voice as usual. 

In this example, you can hear the slow portamento of the drone clearly. There is no need to 

notate portamento, because this is the normal behavior of the instrument. 

In the score, the resulting harmonies could be added by notating chords above the staff. 

However, in parts this is unnecessary and would fill up precious space.  

Of course, graphic or other forms of notation could also be effective.  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Location for the performer’s part inside the horn, behind the microphone

Example of recommended notation (listen here)

http://www.dianneverdonk.com/20-notation-example
http://www.dianneverdonk.com/20-notation-example


Ensemble or solo 

The Bellyhorn is very suitable for playing in combination with other instruments. Electronic as 

well as acoustic instruments work well together with the Bellyhorn; its warm tone blends easily 

with others. The Bellyhorn is a good choice for accompanimental parts. Like other bass 

instruments, bringing the Bellyhorn into the foreground can be challenging but not impossible. 

In the part it is recommended to write out audible cues when playing in combination with other 

instruments, since the Bellyhorn player cannot see other players because of the horn. Visual 

communication is somewhat limited during performance and therefore communication 

depends mainly on hearing.  
As is the case with singers, the Bellyhorn player needs a reference tone in order to play in key, 

either before the beginning of the piece, or by letting another instrument start first. The player 

will move the horn up or down in order to find the correct note. This cannot be done in 

complete silence, so the audience will be able to hear it. 

The Bellyhorn also works very well as a solo instrument. The player may need a reference tone if 

the written pitch must be precise, or if a piece makes use of the outer limits of the drone 

range. Otherwise, the performer is of course free to play in any key. 

Technical considerations for performance 
The Bellyhorn carries its own built-in amplifier, but it can additionally be amplified by 

connecting its line-output (1/4” jack). 

It may not be clear to an audience what the performer of the Bellyhorn is doing while playing, 

because the singing voice merges with the other tones that the instrument produces. In order 

to distinguish the singing voice, you could consider amplifying the singer separately through 

an additional microphone, as was done in the video mentioned before. 

Practical 
The instrument can be taken apart into three pieces for transport or storage: the belly, the 

flight case underneath, and the horn, which can be zipped off around the neck. 

The Bellyhorn requires one power socket (EU, 230 V at 50 Hz). 

DIMENSIONS 

Full length: 2.5 m 

Belly length: 1.25 m / Horn length: 1.25 m / Width: 1.1 m 

Height: 0.95 m 

Horn diameter: 0.65 m 

Weight: approx. 60 kg / 110 lbs 

Contact 
Would you like to work hands-on with the Bellyhorn, or get it near you for rehearsals and 

performance? Have a question? Or something to add to this guide? 

Please contact Dianne Verdonk, the inventor of the Bellyhorn, through her website: 

dianneverdonk.com 
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http://www.dianneverdonk.com

